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1. Introduction
By
Ryoichi Dohira
The purpose of this paper is to give a complete description of geodesies in
certain reductive homogeneous Riemannian manifolds. In case of naturally
reductive homogeneous space, it is well known that geodesies are orbits of 1-
parameter subgroups. On the other hand, H. C. Wang [7] studied the case of
semisimple Lie groups with certain left invarient metric and determined all
geodesies. In this paper we shall show a description of geodesies in certain
reductive homogeneous Riemannian manifolds which include the case of naturally
reductive and the case of semisimple Lie groups due to H. C. Wang. We first
recall the cases of naturally reductive and semisimple Lie groups more precisely
and then state our main result.
Let M―G/K be a reductive homogeneous space with decomposition g=f+m.
We identify the tangent space T0M at the origin o= {K) with m in a natural
manner.
(1) (cf. [6]) Let M―GIK be a reductive homogeneous space with a G-
invariant Riemannian metric g. Then the Riemannian homogeneous space M=
G/K is said to be naturally reductive if it admits the decomposition g=f+ut
satisfying the condition
g{X, [Z, F]m)0+£([Z, X-]m, Y)o=0
for X, Y, Zem.
Then a geodesic y(t)in a naturally reductive homogeneous space M―G/K
such that y(0)=o, f(0)=X is written by
exp (tX)■o .
(2) (H. C. Wang [7]) Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group, %―i+p
a Cartan decomposition of its Lie algebra, and d the corresponding Cartain in-
volution. Consider the left invariant Riemannian metric given by the positive
definite bilinear form Be on gXg such that,
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B0(X, Y)=-B(X, BY)
where B is the Killing form of g, X, Feg. Then a geodesic y{t)in G such
that 7<O)=0, f(0)=T+X for Tel, X^p is written by
exp*(X-T)exp2£T.
In this paper, we study geodesies in reductive homogeneous spaces satisfying
certain conditions, which will be denote by (G/K, g, m1R^2, c) (see section 2
for notations). In section 2 we shall see that some of Kahler C-spaces with
second Betti number b2=l and connected semisimple Lie groups with certain
left invariant metric are examples of these spaces. Now we can state our
main theorem.
Theorem. Let y(t) be a geodesic in (G/K, g, va1R^, c) such that j(0)―o,
fiO^X'+X* for X^m1. Then,
y(t)=exp HX'+cX2) exp (l-c)tX2-o .
As application of this theorem, we shall show that a geodesic in (G/K, g,
mx0m2, c) which intersects itselfis a closed geodesic.
The author would like to thank Professors Tsunero Takahashi, Mitsuhiro
Itoh and Hiroyuki Tasaki for their helpful suggestions.
2. Definitionand examples
Let M=G/K be a reductivehomogeneous spacedelete with the Ad (if)in-
variantdecomposition g=f+nt and a G-invariantRiemannian metric g. Now, we
assume that m has an orthogonal decomposition tn= m1cm2 with respect to g0
satisfyingthe followingconditions:
[I,m'jcm1 fori=l, 2, (2.1)
[m＼ m^cf+m2, (2.2)
[m2, m2]Cf, (2.3)
[m1,iti^cm1, (2.4)
Moreover there existsnonzero constant c in R such that
g{[_X,7]m≫,Z)0+cg{X, [Z, F])o=0, (2.5)
for each X, Fern1, Zgeiii2.
We denote the above space by (G/K, g, tn^m2, c).
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Remark. Let (g,l+in2) and (f+nt2,!) be orthogonal symmetric pairs, and
let m1 be an orthogonal complement of l+m2 in g with respect to the Killing
form of g. Then m = m1cm2 satisfiesconditions (2.1),(2.2),(2.3) and (2.4).
Example 2.1. Kahler C-spaces with second Betti number bz=l (cf. [4]).
Let gc and 'i)crespectively be a complex semisimple Lie algebra and its
Cartan subalgebra. Put l=dimclf. A denotes the set of nonzero roots of gc
with respect to t)c.
Let B be the Killing form of qc. For ^G(/ic)*=Hom (fyc;C), we define
Hz<=＼)cby B(H, HS)=$(H) for all H<b$c. Fix a suitablelexicographic order on
(If)*. Put a fundamental root system 11= {au ･･-,≪;}. By A+ and A" we
denote the sets of positive and negative roots, respectively. For each ≪gA,
we select a root vector Ea so that {Hj=Haj, (/―1, ･･･, /), Ea, (aeA)} forms
Weyl's canonical basis of qc, that is, it satisfiesthe following
B{Ea, £_≪)=-l, for ≪gA+,
＼_Ea,Ep~]= NaipEa+p ,
Then following (vector) space g is a compact real form of gc:
a=j}RV-iHi+ S {RAa+RBJ,
.7 = 1 aeA +
where Aa = Ea+E.a, Ba=V-l(Ea-E_a), aeA+.
We assume that gc is simple. Consider a subset 0={ail, ■■■, air) of II
We define a subset A+(@) of A+ and a complex subalgebra l0 of qc by
A+($)=ja
I
= S n,a,-eA+ ; nt >0 for some at.^0
.7= 1
I)+ 2 CE.a+ S
≪eA + /3eA + -A + c#)
CEp
}
Then the intersection f=gnl<p is a real subalgebra of q expressed as
f=i}RV^lHi+ 2 {RAa+RBn＼.
}=l
≪eA + -A + ($)
Let Gc be a simply connected complex Lie group with the Lie algebra gc
and L$ a connected closed complex subgroup of Gc with the Lie subalgebra ＼$.
Let G be a simply connected compact group with the Lie algebra g, and K be
a connected closed subgroup with the Lie subalgebra I.
The canonical imbedding G-^GC gives a diffeomorphism of a compact homo-
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geneous space M―G/K to a simply connected complex homogeneous space
G°/LR. By a result of Borel and Hirzebruch [2], we see that the second Betti
number b2(M)=r.
Hence we obtain a C-space G/K with b2―r from a pair (qg, 0), where qc
is a complex simple Lie algebra and 0 is a subset of II.
When G/K admits a G-invariant Kahler metric g, (G/K, g) is a Kahler C-
space.
Conversely, a Kahler C-space with bz―r can be described by a homogeneous
space G/K for some G and /£,with a G-invariant Kahler metric g [8].
Define a linear subspace m of g as follows:
m= S {RAa+RBa}
Then we have g=f+m as a direct sum and [f, f]Cf, [f, m]Cm and fJ_m
with respect to B.
Since K leaves the orign of a C-space M=G/K fixed, K acts on the tangent
space at the origin as the linear isotropy and the adjoint representation of K
on m.
Let a complex structure / of m be defined by IAa ―Ba, IBa――Aa, #<=A+($).
This gives a G-invariant complex structure on G/K and coincides with the
canonical structure induced from the complex homogeneous space Gc'/L$.
Now, suppose that 0 consists of a single root at of 77, that is 0―{ai}.
This is equivalent to that the second Betti number b2―l.
By A+(≪i; n) we define a subset
f l ＼
of A+(0). Then n＼n= ^ae^ +{ai-in){RAa+RBa＼ gives a linear subspace of m for
neiV. They satisfy the following properties:
[f, mB]cmB,
[mB, mm]cm"+m+m|n-m| , (n^m)
[mre, mn]Cf+m2" .
By a theorem of Borel [1], we obtain the Kahler metric g as follows:
n m n
where B is Killing form of qc, Xn, FBemB, *>0.
Suppose that A+(≪i,k)=Q for ^^3. Then we have,
m = mJ+tn2,
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g(Xl+X＼ Y1+Y2)0=-kB{X＼ Y1)-2kB(Xz, r2).
Thus we see that a Kahler C-space G/K associated with (qc, {a*}) where
A＼au k)=0 for k^3 satisfiesconditions (2.1),(2.2),(2.3),(2.4) and (2.5).
Using our notation, we denote this space by (G/K, g, m1c 2,2).
Remark. In above case, m1, m2 are irreducible as /C-module (cf. [5]).
Hence, G-invariant Riemannian metric g of G/K is written by
g{X1+X＼ Yl + Y*)0=-icB{X＼ Y1)-kcB(X＼ Y2)
where X＼ Y^m* (i=l, 2), c>0. We denote this metric by gc. Then, for c>0,
the space (G/K, gc, m^m2, c) is an example of our spaces.
Example 2.2. The connected semisimple Lie group.
Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group, Q=f-＼-pa Cartan decomposition
of its Lie algebra, and 6 the corresponding Cartan involution. Let if be a
closed subgroup with Lie algebra I. We put a Lie subgroup of GxK as follows :
K*={(k, k)<=GxK＼ktEK}.
Then we have G=GxK/K*, and
Lie{GxK)={(X, F)|Zeg, Fe!},
Lie(K*)=l*={(Y, F)|re!}.
We put subspaces of Lie(G X K) as follows:
m'={(X,0)＼X^},
m2={(T, -T)|Tef},
Then we have Lie(GxK)=t*+m and m = T0(GxK/K*). Consider the left in-
variant Riemannian metric g given by the positivedefinite bilinearfrom Bg on
mxm such that
B0((X+T, -T), (Y+S, -S))=-B(T, S)+B(2X, 2F)
where B is the Killing form of g,(X, 0),(Y, OjGin1, and (T, -T), (S, -S)
em2. It is clear that this space satisfies condition (2.1),(2.2), (2.3),(2.4) and
(2.5). Hence, we can denote this space by (GxK/K*, g, m^m2, ―2).
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3. Main theorem
Theorem 3.1. Let y(t)be a geodesic in {G/K, g, m1R 2,c) such that y(0)=
o, f(0)=X1+^2 for X'em*. Then,
r(t)=exp t{Xl+cX*) exp (l~c)tX2-o .
In order to prove this theorem, we need some preparations.
Let G/K be a reductive homogeneous space. Put tt denote the natural
mapping of G onto G/K. For gsG, we put Lg and Rs the left translation
h^gh and the right translation h^>hg of G, respectively, and rg be the diffeo-
morphism hK^ghK of G/K onto itself.
For X, Fern, we defined vector fieldson G as follows:
Xg=(Lg)*X, Yg={Rg)*Y .
Then, by easy calculation, we obtain a following Lemma.
Lemma 3.2. For each X, Y<=m, g^G,
(r^hn^X^X. (3.6)
(r,-!)***(£,)={Adig-^X} m , (3.7)
LX,Y-]t = lXy^t, (3.8)
LX,ng=O. (3.9)
For X, ZGtn, we put curves (7(0and y(0, respectivelyin G, and M―G/K
as follows,
<;(0=exp^exp?Z, j(t)=7t{a{t)).
Then, the vector fieldalong a(t)is written by
a(t)={X+Z)aW .
Take a normal neighborhood V of 0 in m, that is n:＼exp(V):exp(F) -^
7r(exp(F))is a diffeomorphism. We put f/= {o-(0^,geexp (F)}. Then 7r(f/'
is a neighborhood of the curve y{t). We extend f to a vector fieldon the
neighborhood n(JJ)of y{t)as follows:
for a(t)g^U. We denote thisextended vector fieldby same notationf.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Put a(t)=exptXexptZ, y(t)=i:(<j(t)).For arbitrary
Fern, we definea vector fieldY,Ton £/by
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Ya:=Y＼rr.
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Then we have
g(n*{Ya＼ Vtr)nt) = tnt)gMYa), f)
+g(T, [**(?,), r~＼)nn-＼(.n*<ya))nt)＼＼r＼＼l, $M
where ||fl|2:= g(t, t)-
From equations (3.6), (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) in Lemma 3.2, we can calculate
as follows.
tnt)g(n*(Ya), f)
d
ds
d
ds
d_
~ds
d_
ds
d
ds
and
_ &_
s=o
s=o
s=o
s=o
g{Y, {^{a{t+sYl)X+Z}m)0
g(Y, {Ad (exp(-(t+s)Z) exp(-(t+s)X))X+Z＼ m)0
g(Y, {Ad(exp(-(t+s)Z))X+Z}m)0
s=o
=g(Y, {Ad(exp(-tZ))lX, Z]}m)0,
g(j, [>*(?,), fDrw
=g(x*≪X+Z)aU)), [>*(?,,>), ?r*((^+Z)<j(t,)])ff<t).o
= 5r((T<,(t)-l)*^*((^+Z)<r(t,, (?",,(o-i)*[>*(fffU)), W*((Z+Z)ff(t))])0
=^({Ad (^(O-^^+Z} m, (r^o-i^MEyTzi^t,)),,
= ff({Ad(exp(-fZ))A-+Z}m[r, Z]m)0,
1 ~
1
_
2~
d_
ds
＼＼ft*((X-＼-Z)a(f)
exp sY)Wa(t) expsY-o
s = o
!!(Texp
<.-sY)o(t)-i)*K*((X-＼-Z)o(.t) exp.≪F))!lo
s= o
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4-
II{Ad (exp (-sY)a(tr1)X+Z}J
as s=o
ds
2
o
s=o
||{Ad exp (-sF) exp (-tZ))X+Z}m＼＼$
= -£([Ad(exp(-*ZM, y]m, {Ad(exp(-fZM+Z}ra)0.
Hence (3.10) is
g(Y, {Ad(exp(-*Z))[A, Z]}m)0
+#({Ad(exp(-*ZM+Z}m, [Y, Z]m)0
-g([Ad (exp (-fZM, F]m, {Ad (exp (-*Z))*+Z}m)0.
Now, we put
X=Xl+cX* and Z=(l-c)X2 for A"*em*.
Then, (3.10) is
g{Y, {Ad(exp(c-1)^2)[A1+C^, (l-c)A2]}m)0
+^({Ad(exp(c-l)^2)(Z1+cX2)+(l-c)^}ni, [F, Q-c)X2]m)0
-^([Ad(exp(c-lXA2XA1+cX2), r]m,
{Ad (exp (c-DtX'XX' + cX^+a-^X^Jo
=g(Y, [Ad(exp(c-l)tX>)X＼ (l-c)Z2]m)0
+^((Ad(exp(c-l)fZ2)Z1+Z2)m, ]7, (l-c)X2]m)0
-^([Ad(exp(c-l)^2)A1+cZ2, F]m,
{Ad (exp (c- 1)^2)XX +X2} m)0. (3.11)
Since [m2, ni'lcni1, for simplicity, we can put
Ad (exp (c-l)^2)^1^ iZ'ein1.
Then, (3.11) is
g(X, [Z1, a-cWDo+giZ'+X*, [Y, (l-c)Z2]M)0
-^([Z^cX2, F]m, Zl+X*)0. (3.12)
First, we put Y = Yl(=m1. From (2.2),(2.4) and (2.5),(3.12) is
g(Y＼ [Z1, a-cWVo+giZ'+X*, ＼Y＼(l-c)X^J0
-g&Z'+cX*, 71] , Zx+A2)0
=g(Y＼ [Z1, (l-c^j^+^Z1, [Y＼ (l-c)A2])o
-^([z1, r1],,,,Z2)o-.^([cz2, r1], zx)0
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(l-c)g(Y＼ ＼Z＼X*-])0+a-c)g(Z＼ IY＼ X>-])0
-g{＼Z＼ Ynm> X*)0-cg([_X＼ F1], Z1),
1-c
= ^-~g(LY＼ Z'-]m,X2)o+―^[Z1, Y^m X>)0
-cg(Z＼ [_Y＼X*-])0-cg{tX＼ F1], Zl)0
=0.
Next, we put r=72em2. From conditions (2.3),(2.4) and (2.5),(3.12) is
g(X＼ ＼Z＼(l-c)X^)0+g(Z＼ IY＼ (l-c)X^Jo
-g([Zl+cX＼ F2]m, Z*+X*)o
=-gaz＼ r2], z＼
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=0.
Hence, for a curve ^(0=7r(exp^(Z1+c^2)-exp(l―c)tX2), we get
W)r≪>=0.
Q.E.D.
Remark. From Theorem 3.1 and Example 2.2, we have the result of H.C.
Wang ([7]).
Moreover, we suppose that
Ad (/Om'cm* for i=l, 2. (3.13)
If K is connected, this condition (3.13) is equivariant to (2.1). Under this
assumption, we get the following Corollary:
Corollary 3.3. A geodesic in (G/K, g, m^m2, c) which intersectsitselfis
a closed geodesic.
Proof. Let 7(0=exp^1+cX2)exp(l―c)tX2-o be a geodesic in G/K such
that r(0)=y(L) for some Lefl＼{0}. Then,
exp LiX'+cX2) exp (l-c)LX2eK.
We put /fe=expL(A:i+c^2)exp(l-c)^^2. Then,
exp L(Xx+cX2)=k exp (c-l)Z^2.
In order to show f(L)=f(0)=ZI+Z2, we shall calculate r(L) by two ways
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Firstwe have
y(L+t)=zxp{L+t){Xl + cX2)exp(l-c)(L+t)X2-o
=expL{Xi+cXi)expt(X1+cX*)exp(l-c)LX*exp(l-c)tX2-o
= kexp(c-l)LX2expt(Xl+cX2)exp(l-c)LX2exp(l-c)tX2-o
= k exp(c-l)LX2expt{Xl+cX2)Qxp(l-c)LX2k-lk exp(l-c)tX2-o
=exp t(Ad(k exptc-VLX'XX'+cX^expn-cWAdikm-o
=expt(Ad(k expic-DLX^X'+c Ad(k)X*)exp(l-c)t(Ad(k)X2)
Hence we have
jf(L)=Ad (k exp (c-l)LXl)Xl+A& {k)X2.
Secondly
r(L+t)=exp (L+tXX'+cX2) exp(l-c)(L+t)X2-o
=exp t{X'+cX2) exp L(Xl+cX2) exp (l-c)(L+0^2-o
=exp t(X'+cX2)k exp (c-l)LZ2 exp (l-c)(L+0^2-o
=exp t^X'+cX^k exp (l-c)^2-o
=expf(X1+cZ2)exp(l-cXAd(^)Z2-o.
Thus we have
f(L)=X1+cX2+(l-c) Ad (k)X2.
By conditions (2.4) and (3.13), we have
Ad (k exp (c-llLP^'eni1.
Hence, from (3.14),(3.15), we get
cZ2+(l-c) Ad {k)X2=A& (k)X2.
That is
Ad (k)X2=X2.
Hence, from (3.15), we obtain
f(L)=Xl+X*.
0
(3.14)
(3.15)
Q.E.D
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